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Answer all questions. Calculators may be used. All necessary working must be shown. 

(1) (a) Write down a formula for mechanical work done in terms of force and 
displacement.

Work = force x displacement (2)

(b) Write down the derived unit for mechanical work done by a moving force.

Joule (J) or Newtonmetre (Nm) (1)

(c) Express the Joule (J) in base units.

W = fs 
W = mas (since F = ma) 
Unitwise: J = (kg)(ms-2)(m) = kgm2s-2 (4)

(d) In the following equation, c represents the speed of light. 

!  

x is a dimensionless constant, 
y is another constant which has units JK-1 
σ is Stefan’s constant measured in Wm-2K-4 

Use the given equation to find the units of h.
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(4)

(2) A 45kg crate of oranges slides from rest down a 22o rough incline, from inside a 
truck to the ground.

(a) Draw a vector diagram showing all forces acting on the orange crate.

(6)

(b) If the frictional force is 126N, what is the resultant force on the crate parallel to 
the inclined plane?

Resultant force = Wsin22o - 126 = 39.37N (2)

!  

!  

!  

!  (Unitwise) 

!  
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h3 =
(JK−1)4

(ms−1)2Wm−2K−4
=

J3

s−3
= J3s3

h = Js
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(3) A metal ball hangs from a vertical wire that is connected to two other upper wires 
that are attached to a horizontal support as shown in the figure.

(a) On the diagram draw 2 arrows to indicate the tension forces present in the wires.

(2)

(b) Assuming that the ball is at rest, write down an equation of forces to show balance 
in the vertical plane.

5g = T1cos80o + T2cos40o (eq.1) (1)

(c) Assuming that the ball is at rest, write down an equation of forces to show balance 
in the horizontal plane.

T1sin80o = T2sin40o (eq.2) (1)

(d) Determine the magnitude of tension forces T1 and T2.

From (eq.1):  
T1 = (5g - T2 cos40o)/(cos80o) (eq.3) 

Substitute (3) in (2): 
(5g - T2 cos40o)(sin80o)/(cos80o) = T2 sin40o 
T2 = 55.78N 

Substitute T2 in eq.3: 
T1 = 36.39N (2)
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